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Abstract : Parallel-prefix adders offer a highly efficient solution to the binary addition 

problem and are well suited for VLSI implementations.  Approximate computing allows to 
improve latency, area, or power consumption for the sake of accuracy. This means that an 

error in computation may be tolerated as long as it is small enough to maintain a feasible 

operation of the system.In this work we propose a majority based prefix adder able switching 
between both exact and inexact mode .the structure more area and delay efficient than existing 

approximate adders by some modifications  in carry calculation stage .proposed structure has 

been coded in HDL and implemented in vertex FPGA. 
 

Introduction  

Numerous logical and designing issues are processed using accurate and deterministic 

algorithms.However, in many applications involving signal/imageprocessing and multimedia, exact and precise 

calculations are not always necessary, because these applications areerrortolerant and produce results that are 
good enough forhuman observation [1]. In these blunder versatile applications, a decrease in circuit 

multifaceted nature, and hence, region, power and postponement is critical for the operation of a circuit. Thus, 

inexact processing can be utilized as a part of blunder tolerant applications by lessening exactness, yet at the 

same time giving significant outcomes speedier or potentially with bring down power utilization. 

Inexact processing permits to enhance inertness, region, or power utilization for precision. This implies 

a blunder in calculation might be endured as long as it is sufficiently little to keep up an attainable operation of 
the framework. Quite, adders are the foundation of numerous number juggling units. Subsequently, a few 

deterministic surmised viper procedures, for example, [1]– [3], have been proposed amid the most recent couple 

of years. Dissimilar to probabilistic adders [4], deterministic approximations by and large take after the 
approach of part the convey chain in points of enhancing inertness and power utilization [5]. Such part 

strategies permit playing out the expansion in parallel segments of the contribution with abbreviated convey 

proliferation. This parallelism can be converted into inertness upgrades, and therefore, diminished vitality 

utilization 

Since the power consumption and speed are critical parameters in the design of digital circuits, the 

optimizations of these parameters for multipliers become critically important. Veryoften, the optimization of  
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one parameter is performed considering a constraint for the other parameter. Specifically, attaining the desired 

performance (speed) considering the limited power budget of portable systems is challenging task. In addition, 

having a given level of reliability may be another obstacle in reaching the system target performance. 

Recently, many approximate architectures for arithmetic units which are based on the logic and circuits 

simplification at different design levels have been proposed. 

Designs of approximate circuits have already been proposed using classical logic gates. There have 

been approximate full adders proposed such as the approximate mirror adder(AMA) designs proposed in [20] 

and the approximate XOR based adder (AXA1) and approximate XNOR-based adders(AXA2, AXA3) 
proposed in [21]. Some approximate subtractor(AXSC) designs were proposed in [22].Their design uses a 

correct adder-subtractor for the most significant bits and uses an approximate adder-subtractor design for the 

least significant bits. Those designs are not included inour comparison sections due to them being larger than 
our proposed designs. The smaller number of existing 1-bit designs some what limits the number of existing 

designs with which we can compare our proposed designs 

In [1], author proposes  a scheme to generate carry bits with block-carry-in 1 from the carries of a block 

with block-carry-in 0. This method  is then applied to carry-select and parallel-prefix adders to derive a more 

area-efficient implementation for both the case. In[2],author presented a  two novel architectures for designing 

modulo 2/sup n/+1 adders, based on parallel-prefix carry computation units, the first architecture uses a fast 
carry increment stage, whereas the second is a fully parallel-prefix solution.I n [3], author introduced a 

approach saves one-logic level of implementation compared to the parallel-prefix structures proposed for the 

traditional definition of carry look ahead equations and reduces the fan out requirements of the design.  

In [4], author exploited  a algebraic properties  in the derivation of the proposed fast adder architecture 

.In [5],author   proposed algorithms depart from the traditional approach of modulo 2
n
-1 addition by setting the 

input carry in the first stage of the addition to one, which only ever produces one representation of zero. The 

architectures not only offer significant speedup in a modulo 2
n
-1 addition, but they can also offer a reduction in 

area and thus provide improvements in the cost functions area times delay
2
 and energy times delay .In 

[6],author introduce a  framework that generates formal prefix equations for speculative carry generation .In 
[7],author presents a novel technique to realize D3L parallel prefix tree adders without significantly 

compromising speed performance. 

In [8],author describes a new advancement in theorem proving based formal verification: a 

formalization of a parameterized parallel prefix adder developed in the proof assistant Coq.In 

[9],author presents an efficient quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) design for the Ladner-Fischer prefix 
adder then present an efficient QCA design of a hybrid adder that combines the Ladner-Fischer adder with a 

ripple carry adder. In [10],author proposed a sparse approach  enabled by the introduction of the inverted 

circular idempotency property of the parallel-prefix carry operator and its regularity and area efficiency are 

further enhanced by the introduction of a new prefix operator. In [11],author   present a number of new results 
on majority logic. Then  present a efficient QCA designs for the ripple carry adder (RCA) and various prefix 

adders. 

In [12],author  discuss the architecture, design, and testing of the first 16-bit asynchronous wave-

pipelined sparse-tree superconductor rapid single flux quantum adder. In [13],author   present a new comparator 

design featuring wide-range and high-speed operation using only conventional digital CMOS cells and prefix 
logic.In [14],author,  parallel prefix operation and carry correction techniques are adopted to eliminate the re-

computation of carries. In [15],author, proposes an efficient algorithm to synthesize prefix graph structures that 

yield adders with the best performance-area trade-off, their  approach generates prefix graph structures to 

optimize an objective function such as size of prefix graph subject to constraints like bit-wise output logic level. 

In [16],author present a carry skip adder (CSKA) structure that has a higher speed yet lower energy 

consumption compared with the conventional one. The speed enhancement is achieved by applying 
concatenation and incrementation schemes to improve the efficiency of the conventional CSKA (Conv-CSKA) 

structure.. In [17],author    proposed  a novel error-tolerant adder (ETA). The ETA is able to ease the strict 

restriction on accuracy, and at the same time achieve tremendous improvements in both the power consumption 
and speed performance. 
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In [18],author proposes a highly defect tolerant Parallel Prefix Adder (PPA) presented design  identifies 

the key elements that can be applied to make the general PPA's defect tolerant: 1) the Generate and Propagate 

computing hardware is divided into disjoint groups, such that defects in one group will not “contaminate” the 
computation carried out by the other groups; 2) redundant copies of the results for each group can be derived 

cost-effectively from the other disjoint groups. 

Experimental 

Adder and Output Carry 

 

Fig  .1  prefix adder 

Fig.1 displays the block diagram of an𝑛-bit binary adder. The inputs to the adder are given by 𝐴 = 

𝑎𝑛−1𝑎𝑛−2 ⋯𝑎1𝑎0, =𝑏𝑛−1𝑏𝑛−2 ⋯𝑏1𝑏0and 𝐶𝑖while 𝑆UM=𝑆𝑛−1𝑠𝑛−2 ⋯𝑆1𝑆0andthe carry 𝐶𝑛are the outputs.  

Many methodologies have been proposed for calculating 𝑆 and 𝐶𝑛 effectively. These incorporate the 

carry look ahead adder (CLA)  and prefix adders. While CLA provides a way to quick two-operand expansion, 
fan-out restrictions have prompted the advancement of prefix adders to lessen the convey count to a "prefix" 

computations. Both CLA and the prefix adders are working on the principle ofgenerate and propagate of two 

binary signals 𝑎𝑖and 𝑏𝑖: in particular, 𝑔𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑖while 𝑝𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖). Prefix adders employ an associative 

operator [2] denoted by ∘and defined as 

(𝐺𝑖, 𝑃𝑖) ∘ (𝐺𝑗, 𝑃𝑗) = (𝐺𝑖 + (𝑃𝑖𝐺𝑗), 𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗) (1) 

The ∘operator is used to express the output carry 𝐶𝑛as 

(𝐶𝑛, 0) = (𝑔𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛−1) ∘ (𝑔𝑛−2, 𝑝𝑛−2) ∘ …∘ (𝑔1, 𝑝1) ∘ (𝑔0, 𝑝0)∘ (𝐶0, 0)               (2) 

The majority gate equations of the output carry 𝐶𝑖+1and the output sum 𝑆𝑖are known in (3) and (4); 

therefore, 𝐶𝑖+1 influenced by previous carry signals (such as 𝐶𝑖), whereas 𝑆𝑖 depends only on the carry signals 
and the inputs. After generating all the carry signals, the sum signals are calculated  in parallel. Hence, the 

speed of an𝑛-bit binary adder primarily depends on the carry generation process.  

Ci+1 = M(ai,bi,ci)                            (3) 

Si = M(𝐶   
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , M(ai,bi,𝐶   

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), ci)      (4) 

The output carry 𝐶𝑛𝑛of an n-bit adder is usually specified interms of 𝑆as 

Cn = (sum ≥ 2
n
) + (sum = 2

n 
– 1) Cin        (5) 

where𝑆 ≥ 2𝑛and 𝑆 = 2𝑛 − 1 are binary signals. generating the (𝑆 ≥ 2𝑛) and (𝑆 = 2𝑛 − 1) signals, calculations of 

𝐶𝑛requires just two gate delays. The definition of the output carry directly in terms of majority gates is 
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advantageous to achieve a low delay/circuit complication for majority gate based adders. (5) can be redefined 

such that the output carry isin terms of majority gates; this is given by 

Cn = M(sum ≥ 2
n
, sum  ≥ (2

n 
– 1), Cin)     (6) 

sum ≥ 2
n
 = Cn|(Cin=0)(7) 

sum  ≥ (2
n 
– 1) = Cn|(Cin=1)(8) 

To calculate  the output carry in (6), one majority gate is required after computing the 𝑆signals. The 

same output carry in (5)requires two majority gates (therefore incurring in a two majority gate delay).𝑆signalis 

expressed in recursive majority logic form. This is used to efficiently produce the carry as in (6). 

 

Fig.2   Proposed switchable  prefix adder  by adding MUX 

Let 𝐴 =𝑎𝑛−1𝑎𝑛−2 ⋯𝑎1𝑎0, 𝐵 = 𝑏𝑛−1𝑏𝑛−2 ⋯𝑏1𝑏0and the (initial) carry𝐶0 be inputs to an𝑛-bit binary adder. 

Then, the output carry 𝐶𝑛can be defined in terms of majority gates as𝐶𝑛 = (𝑎𝑛−1, 𝑏𝑛−1, (𝑎𝑛−2, 𝑏𝑛−2,… ,(𝑎1, 𝑏1, 

(𝑎0, 𝑏0, 𝐶0))).   

In this work we propose to split final carry computation  of majority prefix adder into two 
segments(7).the first segment contains addition of majority value  m8 and m9.while the other segment m8  

.where the left part is called approximate part and the right partis called augmenting part. If both of these parts 

are employed to calculate the carry output, the generated C8 is exact whereas ifonly the approximate part is 
used, the generated C8imprecise. 

C8=(m8+m9)+m10;   (7) 

Fig 2 shows proposed switchable prefix adder by adding MUX in final carry computation stage .M 

represents majority gates C represents final carry .Based on mode selection the adder will be worked as 

approximate or exact mode. 
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Results 

The proposed switchable architectures are implemented on a Xilinx Spartan 3e FPGA. Table1 illustrate 

the implementation results. This leads to the reduction in the period small bit increase in  area. 

Table 1 performance analysis 

S.no Parameter Existing  Proposed 

1 Slice 8 10 

2 LUT 15 18 

3 Delay 10.995 10.905 

 

 

Fig .3 Performance graph 

Discussion 

In this paper, a low power yet energy-efficient Majority based prefix  adder was suggested. The adder 

has ability of switching between the approximate and exact operating modes making it suitable for both error-

tolerant and exact applications. The structure of the proposed adder was based on some modifications to the 
structure of the majority prefix. To assess the efficacy of the proposed structure, its design parameters were 

compared to those of some suggested reconfigurable approximate adders. 
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